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TEXTS
As If Saying Goodbye, by Jonathan Howard Katz
Poems by Andrea Cohen
“Field Trip,” “The Way Forward,” “In Finland,” and “Boy in Fins” from Nightshade © 2019 by Andrea Cohen. Used with permission of 
Four Way Books. All rights reserved. “The Committee Weighs In” from Furs Not Mine © 2015 by Andrea Cohen. Used with permission of 
Four Way Books. All rights reserved.

Field Trip

Today we are going
everywhere in our heads.
To go you must show
your underbelly and a note
from your mother. You
must, on your person (in
your head), carry the
following: everything.
This should include but not
be limited to: fire,
earth, air, water, snacks
for everyone and whatever
fundamental elements have
yet to be discovered.
Choose a buddy. Choose
from flora or fauna, from
window or door. Choose
wisely: orderly behavior
will not be tolerated.
Remember, you who
resemble a yellow
school bus: you are
not a representative
of the sun. You
are the sun.

The Way Forward

Swordplay is all
the rage at Edie’s
school. You can’t have
an actual sword but
may display the swagger
of your arm, which Rupert
does, all blade and swashbuckle,
though he must ask Edie
first, May I wave my saber
at you? Or, drawing the two
fingers of his pistol, May
I shoot? Edie rolls
her eyes—Yes, yes, lets
Rupert pull the trigger,
then spins, then topples, then
plays dead. She’s expert

at that, and when Rupert
moves toward her, searching
for a pulse, faint breath, for a way
to take it all back, there’s no
one to ask permission of,
no one to say that the way
he goes now isn’t the gang-
plank of his making.

In Finland

In a certain Finnish village by a lake,
on a certain lane, by a certain thorn-
hemmed door, it’s poor form to knock
just once. I’m certain this is so, and why
at every door marked Fin
I knock once more.

The Committee Weighs In

I tell my mother
I’ve won the Nobel Prize.
Again? she says. Which
discipline this time?
it’s a little game
we play: I pretend
I’m somebody, she
pretends she isn’t dead.

Boy In Fins

He has to walk
backwards into the sea,
as if saying goodbye
to the cliffs, to the cliff-
side shacks, to the women
knitting in lamplight
inside them. He walks back-
wards on his awkward
fins, at dusk, as if
becoming another
creature—which,
leaving all we
know, we must.



A Scenario in My Head, by Jonathan Howard Katz
Texts by Danielle Weisberg
Texts © 2019-2020 by Danielle Weisberg. Used with permission of the author. 
Posted on Twitter between January 26, 2019, and October 5, 2020.

I.

today i had a perfect day (ate a different
form of potato with each meal)

II.

do i have anxiety? well sometimes I ask
security guards for directions to where
I’m going even tho I know where I’m
going so as to not seem suspicious even
tho I am not suspicious

III.

I think I’m gonna grow out my hair until
it bothers me and then I’m gonna cut
it short and then when it bothers me
I’m gonna grow it out and then when it
bothers me I’m gonna cut it short and
then when it bothers me I’m gonna grow
it out and then when it bothers me I’m
gonna cut

IV.

me: birth is a lottery and existence is a
prison
my date: i meant what do you think
about the restaurant

V.

I don’t know what I’m doing with my life
but I do know what I’m wearing on my
birthday

VI.

I cant handle attention unless it’s the
exact attention I want worded in the
way I want which I have not relayed to
you. this is not difficult

VII.

delighted to announce i am ready to
meet my next ex

VIII.

there simply are not enough hours in
the day for me to work, eat healthy,
exercise, and lay face down on my bed
for 18 uninterrupted hours

IX.

hey I noticed you didn’t use any
exclamation points in your email to me
and was just wondering what I did to
make you fucking hate me

X.

goin to the depths of my despair real
quick if anyone needs anything

XI.

what’s it called when you have low self
esteem but also think you’re better than
everyone

XII.

i miss the cookies that i just ate

XIII.

she died as she lived , anxiously
deciding whether or not to enter a room

XIV.

mom: i know you feel like you look
different every day but maybe it’s just a
pha—
the moon: omg mom it’s not a phase !!!

XV.

feel bad browse site buy thing sit wait
thing arrives feel good feel bad browse
site buy thing sit wait thing arrives feel
good feel bad browse site buy thing sit
wait thing arrives feel good feel bad
browse site buy thing sit wait thing
arrives feel good feel bad browse site b



XVI.

lord, grant me the serenity to accept
that I should not get bangs, courage to
not get bangs, and the wisdom to know
that just because I’m feeling stagnant
and antsy, I should not get bangs.

XVII.

reminder that when you don’t invite me
to a party you are Rude but also Correct

XVIII.

sorry for the face I made in your
general direction when I was inventing
a scenario in my head that will never
happen and reacting to someone dissing
me in that scenario

XIX.

any time I have quietly nodded along
to a man talking has been a piece of
performance art

XX.

what doesn’t kill me makes me nervous

XXI.

I feel v connected to this earthquake
because I too am an LA 3.7

XXII.

my SISTER made a BABY and I made a
SOUP

XXIII.

me: hi, can you validate?
receptionist: you’re working harder than
your mind will allow you to believe. your
point of view and feelings are legitimate,
and if you keep moving forward you will
succeed. you got this.
me, crying: thank u but I also don’t want
to pay for parking

XXIV.
bury me with a hair tie on my wrist just
in case

XXV.
I can always find something to complain
about and that’s what makes me
beautiful

XXVI.

do I have to get married to get divorced?
I don’t want to get married but I do
think I would be an excellent divorcée

XXVII.

anxiety is like having no object
permanence but with your relationships

XXVIII.

when your license expires you should
get to pick a new identity

XXIX.
ah yes the freedom of adulthood !! I

cannot wait for another evening of
*checks notes* panicking about my
career, existential dread leading into an
anxiety spiral, and shamefully moving
my bedtime app forward while i stay
awake for no reason? wait

XXX.

I have shot
the 30-50 feral hogs
that were in
my yard
and which
were probably
going
to eat my kids
Forgive me
they were delicious
so wild
and so hog


